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Hooligans - Nick Lowles 2005
Every football team in Britain
has at one time or another
attracted a hooligan element,
from the Gooners of Arsenal to
the Subway Army of
Wolverhampton Wanderers.
The authors have interviewed
scores of former and current
gang members to compile the
first ever encyclopaedia of all
the gangs, in an easy-to-read
alphabetical format. Illustrated
throughout with dozens of
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never-before-seen pictures, this
unique guide is the result of
years of behind-the-scenes
research. It also comprises an
extensive foreword describing
the history of hooliganism in
the UK.
Hooligan - Geoffrey Pearson
1983
The Making of the English
Working Class - E. P.
Thompson 2016-03-15
A history of the common people
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and the Industrial Revolution:
“A true masterpiece” and one
of the Modern Library’s 100
Best Nonfiction Books of the
twentieth century (Tribune).
During the formative years of
the Industrial Revolution,
English workers and artisans
claimed a place in society that
would shape the following
centuries. But the capitalist
elite did not form the working
class—the workers shaped
their own creations, developing
a shared identity in the
process. Despite their lack of
power and the indignity forced
upon them by the upper
classes, the working class
emerged as England’s greatest
cultural and political force.
Crucial to contemporary trends
in all aspects of society, at the
turn of the nineteenth century,
these workers united into the
class that we recognize all
across the Western world
today. E. P. Thompson’s
magnum opus, The Making of
the English Working Class
defined early twentieth-century
English social and economic
history, leading many to
consider him Britain’s greatest
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postwar historian. Its
publication in 1963 was highly
controversial in academia, but
the work has become a seminal
text on the history of the
working class. It remains
incredibly relevant to the social
and economic issues of current
times, with the Guardian
saying upon the book’s fiftieth
anniversary that it “continues
to delight and inspire new
readers.”
Scally - Andy Nicholls
2004-06-01
Andy Nicholls is known to
every football intelligence
officer in Britain. For twentyfive years, he was one of the
most active hooligans in the
country, a leading figure
among the violent followers of
Everton FC Classified as a
Category C thug, the worst
kind, he amassed more than
twenty arrests and has been
deported from Belgium,
Iceland and Sweden. His
terrace fanzine was closed
down by the authorities and he
was banned from every ground
in the UK. Revealing the truth
behind the vicious knife attacks
of the so-called County Road
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Cutters and the bitter
Merseyside and Manchester
rivalries that left scores
injured, SCALLY caused a
storm of controversy on first
publication. It is widely
acknowledged as the most
revealing, most shocking book
ever written about soccer gang
culture.
Derby Days - Dougie Brimson
1998
This is a look at all the derby
matches, tracing the history of
the hostility and showing the
story from both sides—United
and City. Attention is paid not
just to the famous derbies, like
Liverpool versus Everton, but
to less-publicized
confrontations such as Exeter
versus Plymouth.
The Man in the High Castle Philip K. Dick 2011
In a classic work of alternate
history, the United States is
divided up and ruled by the
Axis powers after the defeat of
the Allies during World War II.
Reissue. Winner of the Hugo
Award for Best Novel.
1312: Among the Ultras James Montague 2020-03-12
You can see them, but you
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don't know them. Ultras are
football fans like no others. A
hugely visible and controversial
part of the global game, their
credo and aesthetic replicated
in almost every league
everywhere on earth, a global
movement of extreme fandom
and politics is also one of the
largest youth movements in the
world. Yet they remain
unknown: an antiestablishment force that is
transforming both football and
politics. In this book, James
Montague goes underground to
uncover the true face of this
dissident force for the first
time. 1312: Among the Ultras
tells the story of how the
movement began and how it
grew to become the global
phenomenon that now
dominates the stadiums from
the Balkans and Buenos Aires.
With unprecedented insider
access, the book investigates
how ultras have grown into a
fiercely political movement,
embracing extremes on both
the left and right; fighting
against the commercialisation
of football and society – and
against the attempts to control
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them by the authorities, who
both covet and fear their
power.
Hooligans and Rebels? Stephen Humphries
1995-11-15
In this fascinating book,
Stephen Humphries examines
all aspects of childhood
delinquency, from hooliganism,
teenage gangs and vandalism
to juvenile crime and classroom
anarchy. He shows that far
from being simply the product
of contemporary society, the
rebellion of under-privileged
children and youth has a long
and compelling history. By
drawing on oral testimonies
and forgotten documentary
accounts, the author evokes a
vivid picture of young people at
war with adults in the days
when children were to be "seen
and not heard". The
recollections of working-class
people, rarely if ever heard in
conventional histories, provide
an authentic and often moving
account of how working-class
children coped with an often
harsh and oppressive world.
Hooligans and Rebels will be
welcomed by all those
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interested in oral history, and
the history of youth in modern
British society.
More Safety and Security at
Sports Grounds - Jim Chalmers
2011-06
Following on from Safety and
Security at Sports Grounds
(2005), this book is once again
for professional practitioners
and students of safety and
security at public assembly
facilities. It is a second
collection of articles and
commentaries by Jim Chalmers
and Steve Frosdick, covering
their work from 2005 to 2010.
The co-authors debate the
differences between 'safety'
and 'security' and look at
aspects of the football
hooliganism problem. They
present case studies of safety
and security at different venues
and events, as well as
critiquing spectator
experiences in different world
venues. They comment on
venue security conferences and
end with a critical reflection on
the UK Football Safety Officers'
Association. The book is
essential reading for venue
managers, event organisers in
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sport associations and host
cities, safety and security
managers in the sporting
environment and students on
courses leading to careers in
sport business. The Authors Jim
Chalmers is President of the
Football Safety Officers'
Association, He retired from
the police as a Chief
Superintendent. He was the
police commander at Aston
Villa FC and for the
Birmingham Super Prix. He has
been an inspector with the
Football Licensing Authority
(FLA) and a member of the
football authorities safety
management focus group. He is
still a practising ground safety
officer. Dr Steve Frosdick is
Visiting Professor in the Centre
for Applied Criminology at
Birmingham City University.
He has an international
reputation as an expert in
stadium and arena safety and
security. He has consulted for
clients and taught at
universities and conferences in
the UK, US, Mauritius and
throughout Europe. He has
published four previous books
and over 100 other papers.
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SAFETY + SECURITY IN
SPORT is a series of books for
managers in sports venues and
associations, in law
enforcement agencies and
private security companies.
The texts are also suitable for
students on sports
management and health and
safety courses. PUBLISHED BY
Paragon Publishing,
Rothersthorpe, UK in
association with European
Stadium and Safety Managers
Association, Football Safety
Officers Association, Stadium
& Arena Management
magazine and PanStadia
magazine.
Among the Thugs - Bill
Buford 1993-06-01
They have names like Barmy
Bernie, Daft Donald, and
Steamin' Sammy. They like
lager (in huge quantities), the
Queen, football clubs
(especially Manchester
United), and themselves. Their
dislike encompasses the rest of
the known universe, and
England's soccer thugs express
it in ways that range from mere
vandalism to riots that
terrorize entire cities. Now Bill
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Buford, editor of the
prestigious journal Granta,
enters this alternate society
and records both its savageries
and its sinister allure with the
social imagination of a George
Orwell and the raw personal
engagement of a Hunter
Thompson.
American Exceptionalism in
Crime and Punishment - Kevin
R. Reitz 2018
Introduction -- American
exceptionalism : perspectives -American exceptionalism in
crime, punishment, and
disadvantage : race,
federalization, and
politicization in the perspective
of local autonomy / Nicola
Lacey and David Soskice -- The
concept of American
exceptionalism and the case of
capital punishment / David
Garland -- Penal optimism :
understanding American mass
imprisonment from a Canadian
perspective / Cheryl Marie
Webster and Anthony N. Doob - The complications of penal
federalism : American
exceptionalism or fifty different
countries? / Franklin E.
Zimring -- American
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exceptionalism in crime -American exceptionalism in
comparative perspective :
explaining trends and variation
in the use of incarceration /
Tapio Lappi-Seppälä -- How
exceptional is the history of
violence and criminal justice in
the United States? : variation
across time and space as the
keys to understanding
homicide and punitiveness /
Randolph Roth -- Making the
state pay : violence and the
politicization of crime in
comparative perspective / Lisa
L. Miller -- Comparing serious
violent crime in the United
States and England and Wales :
why it matters, and how it can
be done / Zelia Gallo, Nicola
Lacey, and David Soskice -American exceptionalism in
community supervision : a
comparative analysis of
probation in the United States,
Scotland, and Sweden /
Edward E. Rhine and Faye S.
Taxman -- American
exceptionalism in parole
release and supervision : a
European perspective / Dirk
van Zyl Smit and Alessandro
Corda -- Collateral sanctions
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and American exceptionalism :
a comparative perspective /
Nora V. Demleitner -- Index
The Hooligans of Kandahar Joseph Kassabian 2018-04-10
Not Every War Story is Heroic
During the peak of the
Afghanistan War, a group of
soldiers is dropped by
helicopter into the remote
mountains outside of Kandahar
City. Mismanaged and
overlooked by command, the
squad must rely on each other
to survive. Their mission is to
train and advise the Afghan
National Police and help
rebuild the country of
Afghanistan. The Afghan Police
station they are assigned to
live in is falling apart and
disease-ridden. Many of the
police officers they are
supposed to train are Taliban
sleeper agents or the family of
Taliban fighters. The ones that
aren't are often addicted to
drugs, illiterate, or smuggling
child slaves. The squad is led
by Slim, a Staff Sergeant in his
late twenties who has so many
mental issues his insanity is his
most dominant personality
trait. An alcoholic with a
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penchant for violent outbursts
against both his own soldiers
and the Afghans, he is more
comfortable at war than at
home. Joseph Kassabian is the
youngest and most junior fire
team leader in the squad. He's
charged with leading a team of
soldiers not even old enough to
drink. He himself is only 21
years old. As a combat veteran
from previous deployments
with four years in the Army, he
assumes he has seen it all. But
he has no idea how bad things
can get in war-torn Kandahar.
In the birthplace of the Taliban,
some men lose their lives, some
lose their sanity, and others
their humanity. They are The
Hooligans.
Football Hooliganism - Steve
Frosdick 2013-01-11
This book provides a highly
readable introduction to the
phenomenon of football
hooliganism, ideal for students
taking courses around this
subject as well as those having
a professional interest in the
subject, such as the police and
those responsible for stadium
safety and management. For
anybody else wanting to learn
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more about one of society's
most intractable problems, this
book is the place to start.
Unlike other books on this
subject it is not wedded to a
single theoretical perspective
but is concerned rather to
provide a critical overview of
football hooliganism,
discussing the various
approaches to the subject.
Three fallacies provide themes
which run through the book:
the notion that football
hooliganism is new; that it is a
uniquely football problem; and
that it is predominantly an
English phenomenon. The book
examines the history of
football-related violence, the
problems in defining the nature
of football hooliganism, the
data available on the extent of
football hooliganism, provides
a detailed review of the various
theories about who hooligans
are and why they behave as
they do, and an analysis of
policing and social policy in
relation to tackling football
hooliganism.
Among the Thugs - Bill
Buford 2013-04-24
They have names like Barmy
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Bernie, Daft Donald, and
Steamin' Sammy. They like
lager (in huge quantities), the
Queen, football clubs
(especially Manchester
United), and themselves. Their
dislike encompasses the rest of
the known universe, and
England's soccer thugs express
it in ways that range from mere
vandalism to riots that
terrorize entire cities. Now Bill
Buford, editor of the
prestigious journal Granta,
enters this alternate society
and records both its savageries
and its sinister allure with the
social imagination of a George
Orwell and the raw personal
engagement of a Hunter
Thompson.
Hooligans, Ultras, Activists Radosław Kossakowski
2020-10-30
This book is the first
comprehensive attempt to
identify the deeper causes that
have shaped contemporary
behaviour patterns and
motivations among football
fans in Poland. Fan culture in
Poland has long been based on
a distinctively grassroots,
spontaneous movements that
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ruled out any cooperation with
local authorities and sports
organizations. The activity of
supporter groups has regularly
failed to meet the principles set
by official bodies, intentionally
breaching the moral and legal
standards of the day. Based on
data derived from ethnographic
fieldwork, content analysis of
fan journals, magazines, social
media and online forums, as
well as a wide range of
qualitative interviews
conducted over the years, the
book analyses the ways in
which fandom culture in Poland
has evolved: from its moderate
beginnings in the shadows of a
communist regime in the
1970’s, through the anomic,
‘uncivilized’ and pathological
decade of the 1990’s, to the
peculiar culture based on
strong cohesion, capabilities of
social mobilization and
emerging 'resistance identity'
in the 21st century. It thus
provides a detailed analysis of
Polish fandom’s multidimensional structure, and will
be of interest to students and
academics interested in the
growing field of football
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research, as well as those
researching the transformation
of Central and Eastern Europe,
or more generally in European
Studies.
The Hooligan's Return Norman Manea 2013-10-22
At the center of The Hooligan’s
Return is the author himself,
always an outcast, on a bleak
lifelong journey through
Nazism and communism to
exile in America. But while
Norman Manea’s book is in
many ways a memoir, it is also
a deeply imaginative work,
traversing time and place, life
and literature, dream and
reality, past and present.
Autobiographical events merge
with historic elements, always
connecting the individual with
the collective destiny. Manea
speaks of the bloodiest time of
the twentieth century and of
the emergence afterward of a
global, competitive, and
sometimes cynical modern
society. Both a harrowing
memoir and an ambitious epic
project, The Hooligan’s Return
achieves a subtle internal
harmony as anxiety evolves
into a delicate irony and a
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burlesque fantasy. Beautifully
written and brilliantly
conceived, this is the work of a
writer with an acute
understanding of the vast
human potential for both evil
and kindness, obedience and
integrity.
An Ethnography of English
Football Fans - Geoff Pearson
2014-07-02
This book, available in
paperback due to popular
demand, is an ethnographic
account of English football
fans, based upon sixteen years'
participant observation. The
author identifies a distinct subculture of supporter – the
'carnival fan' – who dominated
the travelling support of the
three teams observed –
Manchester United, Blackpool
and the England National
Team. This accessible account
follows these groups home and
abroad, describing their
interpretations, motivations
and behaviour and challenging
a number of the myths about
'hooliganism' and crowd
control. The text will be of
value to anyone studying,
researching or interested in
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ethnographic modes of enquiry
or the behaviour of football
fans. In particular it will be of
value to anyone involved in the
academic disciplines of
policing, criminal justice,
sociology, criminology, sports
studies and research methods.
It also makes recommendations
for the management of football
crowds that will be of use to
practitioners involved in
policing, crowd control and
event management.
Football Hooliganism, Fan
Behaviour and Crime - M.
Hopkins 2014-05-13
Focusing on a number of
contemporary research themes
and placing them within the
context of palpable changes
that have occurred within
football in recent years, this
timely collection brings
together essays about football,
crime and fan behaviour from
leading experts in the fields of
criminology, law, sociology,
psychology and cultural
studies.
Against Democracy - Jason
Brennan 2017-09-26
A bracingly provocative
challenge to one of our most
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cherished ideas and
institutions Most people
believe democracy is a
uniquely just form of
government. They believe
people have the right to an
equal share of political power.
And they believe that political
participation is good for us—it
empowers us, helps us get
what we want, and tends to
make us smarter, more
virtuous, and more caring for
one another. These are some of
our most cherished ideas about
democracy. But Jason Brennan
says they are all wrong. In this
trenchant book, Brennan
argues that democracy should
be judged by its results—and
the results are not good
enough. Just as defendants
have a right to a fair trial,
citizens have a right to
competent government. But
democracy is the rule of the
ignorant and the irrational, and
it all too often falls short.
Furthermore, no one has a
fundamental right to any share
of political power, and
exercising political power does
most of us little good. On the
contrary, a wide range of social
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science research shows that
political participation and
democratic deliberation
actually tend to make people
worse—more irrational, biased,
and mean. Given this grim
picture, Brennan argues that a
new system of
government—epistocracy, the
rule of the
knowledgeable—may be better
than democracy, and that it's
time to experiment and find
out. A challenging critique of
democracy and the first
sustained defense of the rule of
the knowledgeable, Against
Democracy is essential reading
for scholars and students of
politics across the disciplines.
Featuring a new preface that
situates the book within the
current political climate and
discusses other alternatives
beyond epistocracy, Against
Democracy is a challenging
critique of democracy and the
first sustained defense of the
rule of the knowledgeable.
The Roots of Football
Hooliganism (RLE Sports
Studies) - Eric Dunning
2014-04-24
This systematic historical and
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sociological study of the
phenomenon of football
hooliganism examines the
history of crowd disorderliness
at association football matches
in Britain and assesses both
popular and academic
explanations of the problem.
The authors’ study starts in the
1880s, when professional
football first emerged in its
modern form, charting the pre
and inter-war periods and
revealing that England’s World
Cup triumph formed a
watershed. The changing social
composition of football crowds
and the changing class
structure of British society is
discussed and the genesis of
modern football hooliganism is
explained by tracing it to the
cultural conditions and
circumstances which
reproduce in young workingclass males an interest in a
publicly expressed aggressive
masculine style.
Football Hooliganism in
Europe - A. Tsoukala
2009-01-29
Providing the first EU-wide
study of the way football
hooliganism has been defined
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by academics, law makers and
enforcers, and the media since
the 1960s, this book examines
the regulation and policing of
the phenomenon, which has
been influenced by securityrelated developments within
post-bipolar Europe
The Wretched of the Earth Frantz Fanon 2007-12-01
The sixtieth anniversary edition
of Frantz Fanon’s landmark
text, now with a new
introduction by Cornel West
First published in 1961, and
reissued in this sixtieth
anniversary edition with a
powerful new introduction by
Cornel West, Frantz Fanon’s
The Wretched of the Earth is a
masterfuland timeless
interrogation of race,
colonialism, psychological
trauma, and revolutionary
struggle, and a continuing
influence on movements from
Black Lives Matter to
decolonization. A landmark text
for revolutionaries and
activists, The Wretched of the
Earth is an eternal touchstone
for civil rights, anti-colonialism,
psychiatric studies, and Black
consciousness movements
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around the world. Alongside
Cornel West’s introduction, the
book features critical essays by
Jean-Paul Sartre and Homi K.
Bhabha. This sixtieth
anniversary edition of Fanon’s
most famous text stands
proudly alongside such pillars
of anti-colonialism and antiracism as Edward Said’s
Orientalism and The
Autobiography of Malcolm X.
Hooliganism - Joan Neuberger
1993-07-19
In this pioneering analysis of
diffuse underclass anger that
simmers in many societies,
Joan Neuberger takes us to the
streets of St. Petersburg in
1900-1914 to show us how the
phenomenon labeled
hooliganism came to symbolize
all that was wrong with the
modern city: increasing
hostility between classes,
society's failure to "civilize" the
poor, the desperation of the
destitute, and the proliferation
of violence in public spaces.
The Brick - Paul Debrick
2007-05-03
Paul Debrick was one of
football's hardest hooligans.
For twenty years he stood at
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the head of one of the country's
most feared firms: the
Middlesbrough Frontline. A
bouncer, bodybuilder, brawler
and 'top boy', he has been shot
at, gassed, stabbed, arrested
and jailed. They call him simply
THE BRICK. As direct as a
punch to the jaw, he tells it like
it was, from knifings and
beatings to working the doors
and serving time in jail. 'The
Brick' is a shocking insight into
the mindset of a hooligan
leader.
How Soccer Explains the
World - Franklin Foer
2009-10-13
“An eccentric, fascinating
exposé of a world most of us
know nothing about. . . .
Bristles with anecdotes that
are almost impossible to
believe.” —New York Times
Book Review “Terrific. . . . A
travelogue full of important
insights into both cultural
change and persistence. . . .
Foer’s soccer odyssey lends
weight to the argument that a
humane world order is
possible.” — Washington Post
Book World A groundbreaking
work—named one of the five
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most influential sports books of
the decade by Sports
Illustrated—How Soccer
Explains the World is a unique
and brilliantly illuminating look
at soccer, the world’s most
popular sport, as a lens
through which to view the
pressing issues of our age,
from the clash of civilizations
to the global economy. From
Brazil to Bosnia, and Italy to
Iran, this is an eye-opening
chronicle of how a beautiful
sport and its fanatical followers
can highlight the fault lines of
a society, whether it’s
terrorism, poverty, antiSemitism, or radical
Islam—issues that now have an
impact on all of us. Filled with
blazing intelligence, colorful
characters, wry humor, and an
equal passion for soccer and
humanity, How Soccer Explains
the World is an utterly original
book that makes sense of our
troubled times.
Soccernomics - Simon Kuper
2018-04-24
The 2018 World Cup edition of
the international bestseller and
"the most intelligent book ever
written about soccer" (San
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Francisco Chronicle) is
updated throughout and
features new chapters on the
FIFA scandal, why Iceland
wins, and women's soccer.
Named one of the Best Books
of the Year by the Guardian,
Slate, Financial Times,
Independent (UK), and
Bloomberg News Written with
an economist's brain and a
soccer writer's skill,
Soccernomics applies highpowered analytical tools to
everyday soccer topics, looking
at data and revealing
counterintuitive truths about
the world's most beloved game.
It all adds up to a revolutionary
new approach that has helped
change the way the game is
played. This World Cup edition
features ample new material,
including fresh insights into
FIFA's corruption, the surge in
domestic violence during World
Cups, and Western Europe's
unprecedented dominance of
global soccer.
Kicking the Habit - Jason
Marriner 2015-07-24
Discrimination in Football Christos Kassimeris 2021-05-18
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While football does not
generate discriminatory
behaviour, it often replicates
the very same social issues that
concern any given society.
Evidently, football has
witnessed an alarming increase
in the number of disturbing
incidents on the grounds of
racism, ethnocentrism,
sectarianism, homophobia, and
sexism. Given the variety of
forms that discrimination can
take, it is imperative that
football addresses with effect
all such anti-social phenomena
in order to continue to promote
notions pertaining to social
inclusion, equality, and cultural
diversity – all central to the
game’s philosophy and overall
popularity. Assessing the
nature and causes of
discrimination in football is key
to identifying the much-needed
remedies, but also because
discrimination poses a serious
challenge to long-established
practices deeply rooted in
democracy. Discrimination in
Football provides a
comprehensive and in-depth
investigation into these key
issues affecting football today.
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This new book will appeal to
academics and students with
an interest in social science,
law, sport, and humanities as
well as football fans and
professionals in the football
industry.
Hooligans Abroad (RLE Sports
Studies) - John M. Williams
2014-04-24
This book traces international
developments in the hooligan
phenomenon since the Heysel
tragedy of 1985. The authors
make special reference to the
troubled European
championships in West
Germany in 1988 and look
critically at political responses
to the problem. The authors
used ‘participant observation’
in their research on British
fans at the World Cup in Spain,
and at matches in Rotterdam
and Copenhagen, and capture
the authentic voice of football
hooliganism in their interviews.
In this analysis of patterns of
football violence the authors
suggest some short-term
proposals for restricting
seriously violent and disorderly
behaviour at continental
matches and put forward a
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long-term strategy to deal with
the root causes of hooligan
behaviour.
Running with the Firm - James
Bannon 2013-08-15
'Of course I'm a f**king
hooligan, you pr**k. I am a
hooligan...there I've said it...I'm
a hooligan. And, do you know
why? Because that's my f**king
job.' In 1995, a film called I.D.,
about an ambitious young
copper who was sent
undercover to track down the
‘generals’ of a football hooligan
gang, achieved cult status for
its sheer brutality and
unsettling insight into the dark
and often bloody side of the socalled beautiful game. The film
was so shocking it was hard to
believe the mindless events
that took place could ever
happen in the real world. Well,
believe it now... Almost twenty
years on, the man behind the
film has explosively revealed
that the script was largely a
true story. That man, James
Bannon, was the ambitious
undercover cop. The football
club was Millwall F.C. and the
gang that he infiltrated was
The Bushwackers, among the
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most brutal and fearless in
English football. In Running
with the Firm, Bannon shares
his intense and dangerous
journey into the underworld of
football hooliganism where
sickening levels of violence
prevail over anything else. He
introduces you to the hardest
thugs from football’s most
notorious gangs, tells all about
the secret and almost comical
police operations that were
meant to bring them down,
and, how once you’re on the
inside, getting out from the
mob proves to be the biggest
mission of all. A disturbing but
compelling read, this is the
book that proves fact really is
stranger than fiction.
Watching the English,
Second Edition - Kate Fox
2014-07-08
The international hit returns
with even more wit and insight
into the hidden rules that make
England English.
A Sociology of Football in a
Global Context - Jamie Cleland
2015-03-24
Association football is now the
global sport, consumed in
various ways by millions of
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people across the world.
Throughout its history, football
has been a catalyst as much for
social cohesion, unity,
excitement and integration as
it can be for division, exclusion
and discrimination. A Sociology
of Football in a Global Context
examines the historical,
political, economic, social and
cultural complexities of the
game across Europe, Africa,
Asia and North and South
America. It analyses the key
developments and sociological
debates within football through
a topic-based approach that
concentrates on the history of
football and its global diffusion;
the role of violence; the global
governance of the game by
FIFA; race, racism and
whiteness; gender and
homophobia; the changing
nature of fans; the media and
football’s financial revolution;
the transformation of players
into global celebrities; and the
growth of football leagues
across the world. Using a
range of examples from all over
the world, each chapter
highlights the different social
and cultural changes football
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has seen, most notably since
the 1990s, when its
relationship with the mass
media and other transnational
networks became more
important and financially
lucrative.
Football Hooligans in England Thomas Schachtebeck
2011-01-24
Bachelor Thesis from the year
2007 in the subject English Miscellaneous, grade: 2,0, Free
University of Berlin
(Fachbereich Englisch), course:
Verttiefungsmodul Culture Gender - Media II, language:
English, abstract: Contents 1
Introduction 2 Spotlight on
Football Hooligans – A
Theoretical Background 2.1
Defining the Terms “Hooligan”
and “Hooliganism” 2.2 The
History of Football
Hooliganism in England 2.3
The Subculture of Football
Hooligans – Specific
Characteristics, Attitudes and
Behaviour Patterns 2.4 A
Typical Day of Football
Hooligans 3 The
Representation of Masculinity
in John King’s The Football
Factory 3.1 The Meaning of
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Violence and Gang Fights 3.2
The Importance of Male
Bonding 3.3 Male Sexuality
and the Protagonist’s Attitude
towards Women 4 Conclusion
References [...] The reason why
the phenomenon of
hooliganism is so strongly
linked to football is because
this kind of sport is seen “as an
appropriate venue for [...]
aggressive rivalries, partly
because of the working class
roots and traditions of the
game but also because of the
culturally prescribed
‘territorial’ and masculine
values which are intrinsic to
it.” (Sir Norman Chester
Centre for Football Research
2001: 1) Thus, there is no
doubt that typical attitudes and
emotions representing “true
masculinity” (Holt 1989: 8),
such as the celebration of
physical strength and the
loyalty to ‘mates’ or to a
specific territory, are
traditional and popular
features of football culture. [...]
Since meanwhile, the maledominated subculture of
football hooligans has not only
grown to a serious problem in
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England but also in many other
countries around Europe,
football-related antisocial
behaviour has become a
subject to much discussion
about masculinity and
subcultures in the fields of
academics and the media over
the past several years and
decades. Consequently, my
paper aims at presenting
football hooliganism as a male
subculture with its own values
and rituals, which are clearly
different from those of our
dominant culture, and,
furthermore, it tries to analyse
what images of masculinity are
associated with the subculture
of – particularly English –
football hooligans. Therefore,
my paper will first provide
some important theoretical
background information about
hooligans, which are necessary
in order to get into the topic of
football hooliganism more
elaborately. Then, it will
analyse why hooligans belong
to a certain form of subculture
by presenting and explaining
specific characteristics,
attitudes and behaviour
patterns of football hooligans,
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and, finally, it shall explore
what kind of masculinity is
represented by the football
hooligans described in John
King’s novel The Football
Factory.
Racism and Anti-Racism in
Football - Jon Garland
2001-08-24
This book explores the key
issues of racism, anti-racism
and identity in British football.
It relates the history of black
players in the game, analyses
the racism they have
experienced, and evaluates the
efficacy of anti-racist
campaigns. The efficacy of the
policing of racism is also
assessed. The nationalism and
xenophobia evident in much of
the media's coverage of major
tournaments is highlighted in
the context of the way that
English, Scottish and Welsh
identities are constructed
within British football.
Legal Responses to Football
Hooliganism in Europe Anastassia Tsoukala
2016-04-21
This book brings together a
number of perspectives on how
different European states have
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responded to the phenomenon
of football crowd disorder and
violence, or “hooliganism”. It
applies a comparative legal
approach, with a particular
focus on civil and human
rights, to analyze domestic
legislation, policing and judicial
responses to the problem of
“football hooliganism” in
Europe. Academics and legal
professionals from eight
different European countries
introduce and analyze the
different approaches and draw
together common themes and
problems from their various
jurisdictions. They offer
insights into the interactions
between (domestic) politicians,
law enforcers and sports
authorities. The book is
important reading for scholars
and practitioners in the fields
of law, sports law, sociology
and criminology, and for all
those concerned with questions
of law enforcement and human
rights. While it perfectly fits
the curriculum for
postgraduate studies in the
fields mentioned, it is also
highly recommended as
secondary reading for
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undergraduate students. Dr.
Anastassia Tsoukala is tenured
Associate Professor at the
University of Paris XI, France.
Dr. Geoff Pearson is Senior
Lecturer in Criminal Law at the
University of Manchester’s Law
School, Manchester, United
Kingdom. Dr. Peter Coenen
was Assistant Professor of Law
at Maastricht University in the
Netherlands.
The British on The Costa Del
Sol - Karen O'Reilly 2013-08-06
'Brits in Spain' first achieved
notoriety during the 1980s popularly imagined as a group
made up of exiled criminals,
drunken hooligans and leathery
looking pensioners - welcome
to 'Little England'! The British
on the Costa Del Sol is the very
first book to study this British
expatriate community in any
great depth and, through use
of interviews with members of
this community, paints a far
more complex picture of its
members. In doing so the
author explodes the popularly
held stereotype of 'Brits in
Spain'. What emerges is a rich
account of who migrates, their
reasons for migration and the
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day to day realities of
expatriate life.
Soccer Hooliganism - Denis
Howell 2013-10-22
Soccer Hooliganism: A
Preliminary Report focuses on
the study of the intrusion of
hooliganism into sports,
especially football. This book
begins with a description of the
methods of inquiry that surveys
and evaluates existing opinions
regarding the problem of
football hooliganism, followed
by a discussion of its extent
and seriousness. The nature of
football hooliganism, which
includes rowdysim, horseplay
and threatening behavior, foul
support, soccermania, football
riots, and vandalism are also
reviewed in detail. Injuries
resulting from hooliganism are
also elaborated. Other topics
include the characteristics of
convicted hooligans, causes
and epidemiology of
hooliganism, and ethological
study of football crowds. This
text concludes with a
deliberation of the control and
prevention of hooliganism,
including a summary of the
main findings and
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recommendations of the
problem. This publication is
suitable for specialists and
medical practitioners
concerned with the psychiatric
studies of convicted hooligans
or misbehavior among
spectators.
Roxie and the Hooligans Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
2007-05-08
Roxie Warbler, the niece of a
famous explorer, follows Uncle
Dangerfoot's advice on how to
survive any crisis when she
becomes stranded on an island
with a gang of school bullies
and a pair of murderous bank
robbers.
Understanding Football
Hooliganism - Ramón Spaaij
2006-01-01
Football hooliganism
periodically generates
widespread political and public
anxiety. In spite of the efforts
made and resources invested
over the past decades, football
hooliganism is still perceived
by politicians, policymakers
and media as a disturbing
social problem. This highly
readable book provides the
first systematic and empirically
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grounded comparison of
football hooliganism in
different national and local
contexts. Focused around the
six Western European football
clubs on which the author did
his research, the book shows
how different clubs experience
and understand football
hooliganism in different ways.
The development and effects of
anti-hooligan policies are also
assessed. The emphasis
throughout is on the
importance of context, social
interaction and collective
identity for understanding
football hooliganism. This book
will be essential reading for
anyone interested in football
culture, hooliganism and
collective violence.
30 Years of Hurt - Cass
Pennant 2006
This volume looks at why just
the thought of English football
fans abroad is enough to send
shivers down anyone's spine.
The authors have interviewed
some of the most notorious
hooligans ever to follow the
England team and who, over
the years, have clashed with
just about every competing
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football team's fans.
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